
Kids playing independently!  Parents celebrate when kids will finally 

play on their own or with a sibling.  Finally – a few minutes of 

breathing room for mom and dad to get some things done around 

the house! Independent play is important for your child’s 

development and should be encouraged, however, playing WITH 

your kids on a daily basis will do you and your kids a world of 

good.  It will even fend off some of the most frustrating power 

struggles. 

 

Playing WITH your kids doesn’t have to be elaborate or take a lot 

of time. It can be as simple as throwing a ball or role-playing with 

dolls or action figures.  “Playing” with a teenager can be a game of 

backgammon, UNO, or a round of Wii Golf.  “Playing” is what ever 

your CHILD likes to do for fun. 

 

3 Great Reasons to Play with Your Kids   

1. Deepen emotional connection.  Kids love to play with us. When you spend time in their world – doing 

what ever it is they like to do – it creates strong emotional connections.  Imagine how your child will 

respond if you say, “I have 15 minutes before I have to leave for work and I would love to play/hang out 

with you.  Let’s do something YOU love to do for the next 15 minutes.” It doesn’t require a long time to 

create emotional bonds – but being INTENTIONAL about spending PLAY time each day with your child 

will do wonders for strengthening emotional connections. 

 

2. Fewer attention-seeking misbehaviors. When parents play WITH their kids, they are PROACTIVELY 

filling the child’s attention basket in POSITIVE ways. Children have a hard-wired need for attention – it’s 

non-negotiable. If we provide sufficient POSITIVE attention on a daily basis, kids won’t resort to negative 

behaviors to get it – clinging, helplessness, sibling fighting, etc.  When parents implement consistent 

playtime WITH their children – attention-seeking misbehaviors begin to fall off the radar screen! 

 

3. More cooperative kids and fewer power struggles!  As playful parents fill their kids’ attention 

baskets in POSITIVE ways and emotional connection increases, children consistently become MORE 

COOPERATIVE at other times during the day! When your child’s hard-wired needs for emotional 

connection and attention are met, he doesn’t feel the need to “fight back” to get negative attention. 

 

You’ll be amazed at how much more cooperative your kids will be throughout the day.  When was the last 

time you played?  
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